ACCEPT THE POLICY OF THE LABOUR FORCE, AND THE
CONSEQUENCES OF NON-COMPLIANCE WITH MYSELF!
The purchase of the tickets will only be eligible to enter the event, if you
agree to the policy of the MAGYAR TENGER Disco and security rules, as
well as acknowledge that compliance with the management and security
staff. To participate in the event a valid identity card and the ticket is
required to checkout from my sins.
The entrance fee is a single admission. Return fee: 500 Ft.
The entry into force of the legislation of the persons under 18 years will be a
special armband because we don't serve alcohol drinks for they. The 14
years of age accompanied by an adult to stay with the Club for example at
midnight.
The young people who, of their rights of privacy or other reasons do not
show up on the personal card, you do not know the territory admitted to the
discotheque.
The disco is only permitted in designated smoking! The non-smoking
people in the appointed place of entertainment, security personnel can
output location and permanently banned. Designated smoking areas: the
upper terrace | lower terrace special area.
Face control! Is not appropriate behavior or restrict access to the toilet.
Ticket does not switch back!
The audience, and the staff of scandalous, harassing, or aggressive
behaviour of the persons supporting the security personnel from the
entertainment walk out, and banned her. In the event of any disagreement
or fight the police will be notified.
The room area caused damage or theft of any deliberate FULL LIABILITY.
The disco area of glass, smart, or any of the cropping tool over a gun, and,
subject to the physical integrity of others to enter is PROHIBITED!
According to the legislation in force in the so-called tarthatsz patterns.
Public security, in particular, dangerous objects (more than 8 cm cutting
edge knife, spring-loaded knife, gas spray, etc.), it is punishable, such time
that you experienced the police can.
The territory of the disco drink (alcohol and nonalcohol) for any amounts,
may not be imported! Such products shall be at the entrance to everyone,

otherwise, submitted to the security service, or disposed of at the entrance,
located in the ribbish.
The purchase of the ticket at the same time, you agree that the event will be
of sound and video recordings, which appears on the website of the disco.
Each participant, who only appears in the photographs, with the agreement
of name, but may not claim any of the recording of the event organizers. or.
Picture and voice recording of the event, only the directors can be made
public.
In the territory of the Magyar Tenger Disco without written permission of the
Management Board shall be prohibited for any commercial or promotional
activities carried out and leaflet add sample!
The deep passions and on the stage of the drinks and smoking dangerous
traffic! Drinks in the disco in the territory of any other possible! The empty
bottles to the will of the cups and glass to the nearest bar, and not to the
land of loaded! (To facilitate the work of the staff!)
The bar, the service corridor, the changing rooms, the offices, counter of
the disc jockey - addition to the crew - SHALL BE PROHIBITED to ENTERPENETRATING!
Tables furnitures, chair, and other life-threatening and IT SHALL BE
PROHIBITED to dance! If someone bútordarabra a popup only at your own
risk. This is due to any inherent responsibility for injuries to or not. The
organisers will not accept responsibility for all or for any damages arising
from any material values and mezit feet to dancing due to injury. The
appearance and behavior of a cultured form everyone expected!
The disco was itself throughout the territory ofacquisitions less disposals of
or garment is not responsible for the management.
The beverages ordered before consumption to be payable immediately on
the desk.
Please, one of the members of the crew of the continuous work with seorder!
Please, no littering before the Club!
The exact site of the disco, the www.magyartengerdisco.hu page. The
management reserve the right to the schedule change, on the day of the
event, you may want to view the Web site of the current program.

Contrary to the above rules for visitors to the location of the security staff to
remove, and in this case, not be obliged to reimburse the price of the ticket!
In order to ensure the safe fun in the compliance with the above rules,
please.
Fun: the management of the MAGYAR TENGER DISCO

